
Hello Mike, 
  
Well, I went thru all the materials tonight and thought I'd make notes while things are 
fresh in my mind...we can discuss anytime after your trip.  It's clear that the SEC has 
spent millions of dollars over 22 months and has nothing of substance at all...what a 
waste!  My notes/thoughts follow...catch you next week! 
  
Thoughts and observations: 
1.  Both documents are excellent and lay out compelling arguments supporting your 
position. 
2.  There is clearly nothing of true consequence or materiality in the allegations of the 
SEC staff - if this is all they have to show for 22 months of work, they have zip, and this 
actually serves as a positive testimony re: how cleanly and openly managed the company 
was managed.  Consider the tens of thousands of issues addressed in a crisis situation, 
and these paltry allegations are the only thing they can come up with...remarkable! 
3.  It would seem unlikely that the SEC could prevail in any of their claims if this went to 
court and was heard by a rational judge 
4.  What is the potential impact of the results of the SEC case, or pre-trial settlement on 
the other investor lawsuits? 
            a.  Presumably, if you fight and win in court, it would be helpful in investor suits, 
if the claims in those suits are generally based on the same issues that the SEC staff is 
focused on 
            b.  If you reach a pre-trial settlement that includes possible payment of a fine, how 
might that impact other suits?  Would the details of the settlement be public? 
5.  Overall, the SEC position is baseless and could seemingly be defeated if taken all the 
way to (fair and impartial) trial 
            a.  However, trial process will be lengthy and a major distraction from other 
personal and business matters - large opportunity costs 
            b.  Despite the facts of the case, there is never 100% certainty in a trial 
situation....also, federal judges act with complete immunity, so it's possible that a judge 
may not fairly consider the facts if he/she     thought it was important to punish a 
scapegoat... 
            c.  A "practical" settlement may be the least disruptive to your personal and future 
business life - question is what would the settlement look like 
                        i.    No fraud 
                        ii.   No exclusion from public company service as officer of director 
                        iii.  Minimize monetary fine as with Citi officers 
                        iv.  Referral of matters to the State Board of Accountancy is petty and 
vindictive...not a big deal from a practical standpoint, but completely unnecessary.  Agree 
not to practice as a CPA for 2 years and let it be. 
                v.   Note: if you wanted to, could you make elements of the settlement public? 
6.  Overall, I would personally try to work out the best settlement possible.  The toll of 
going to court for years would just be too costly to me, both personally and it would be a 
huge distraction to getting your new business going and putting this whole episode 
behind you.  I would particularly favor this approach if there were no perceived negative 
impact on other suits that may be in process or pending.  If it could be demonstrated that 



the SEC gave up on effectively all of the "bad" claims, it may be beneficial in other cases. 
 This approach is admittedly hard to swallow given the strong merits of your position and 
the clear facts....just a question of setting a price on justice....could be very high. This is a 
very personal decision and you're tougher than I am, but I'd personally work to get it 
behind me as quickly as possible. 
7.  I don't know if it's possible to continue to negotiate the settlement to an even more 
favorable position (things are already a lot better than the original position)...would be 
worth working the deal down as far as possible, then I'd likely cut and get on with life. 
  
Happy to discuss any time, Mike.  I'm on your team, believe in you 100%, and want to be 
a resource to you anyway I can.   


